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MBGC President’s Report
My apologies for the tardy
publication of this edition,
caused by 3 weekends away
with the sad death of my
brother-in-law at Noosa and
the more happy graduation
of my daughter Cherise at
Southern Cross Uni Lismore.

Your Committee will meet next weekend so if
you have any business items you would like
addressed by the Committee send them to me
at andrewe@g-mwater.com.au.
Thank you to Peter Demeo who has agreed to
take on the role of Interim Secretary until the
next AGM following the resignation of Ian
Cohn from this role. Thank you to Ian for his
good work as Secretary.
Safe flying.

This edition has therefore been largely written
on planes and in airports.
Things are starting to wind down after a very
active summer of great soaring weather and a
busy Easter with many visiting pilots. Don’t
think however that we are entering into
hibernation for the winter. There is a hard core
of committed members who fly 12 months of
the year including some weekdays.
This group will take advantage of ridge lift
when the winds are right and self launchers
will enjoy winter wave conditions.
We are now fortunate to have occasional
access to Tony Edwards Cessna for aerotows
also when he and Cathy are not using it, so
there will be an opportunity for all to enjoy
winter wave over the Bogong High Plains.
Special thanks this month to our tireless and
multi skilled TO Ops / Airworthiness / Radio,
Terry Knight who continues to keep our fleet of
vehicles and aircraft functioning. See his
column later in this edition for an update of his
latest maintenance activities.
The Instructors Panel has also been busy with
a night time meeting at Mark Bland’s house in
Wodonga in April. See a report later in this
edition of the items of business from this
meeting.
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CFI Report
As we move towards winter
the good soaring days will
diminish but it doesn’t mean
we all have to hibernate
from the airfield, or engross
ourselves on the ski slopes!
Past years have shown that
there are still plenty of opportunities over the
colder months for some good flights. It is also
an excellent time to brush up on your circuit
and landing techniques and even practice
some launch emergencies with an Instructor in
readiness for your annual checks due by the
end of August. Plans are afoot to run a “Spot
Landing competition” over winter and it will be
handicapped based on experience, so even
pre solo students can have a go! Watch this
space.
CFI Quote of the Month
“There are two critical points to every flight - its
beginning and its end!
MARK BLAND – CFI
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Terry’s Maintenance Report
Scott and Bernie’s ‘Big Yellow’ winch is at the
doctor with engine troubles.
Drivers are encouraged to get a Check on the
specific Daily Inspection routine for the club
winch. Always follow the list in the cabin.
Water, engine oil, gearbox oil and brake fluid
levels are critical items.
A pair of ear muffs is available and should be
used for hearing protection. Remember to turn
up the radio volume a little to compensate.
As winter approaches, any top up of radiator
fluid is to be noted on the daily flight sheet and
only 50/50 water and (green) antifreeze used.
The ‘New’ Charade winch car is in evaluation
mode and we are limiting airfield VNE to
30 km/hr and track speed to 20 km/hr. Don’t
be the first to break a shock absorber!

All this is normally done very well but
sometimes it is left to others when we are in a
hurry. Please just do it yourself instead.
It is always disappointing when checks and
procedures are not followed as well as they
should be. A forgetful person packed up the
club winch last weekend or during the week
and the battery was still lying beside it on
Friday morning. A transceiver was also left
switched on and inside the winch car, dead
flat.
No bones are being pointed and mistakes and
memory lapses do happen. If they happen on
the ground they can be expensive. If they
happen in the air (and we are an aviation club)
it could be much, much worse.
So as a timely reminder, when you are about
to leave the field to go home, or to fly - think. Is
it all done?
TERRY KNIGHT
TO OPS / AIRWORTHINESS / RADIO

Sunrise aerotow at Mt Beauty
Those pilots at GCV Benalla certainly like to
get up with the sparrows. Jonathan McAliece
took a sunrise aerotow at the Mt Beauty Easter
camp to film the sunrise.
Terry Knight working on improvements for our ‘new’
Charade which was kindly donated by Simon Costa.
Photo: Ian Cohn

Seat belts are to be worn when fitted. This
includes the Charade.
The cable tow attachment is the large towing
hook below the LH rear bumper. NOT the boot
closure hook. Someone may have a
Carabinier to donate that would make
attachment easier.
New engine oil, filter and a cooling system
flush and refill have been done.
If you are the first to drive it (or any other of
our cars) on any given day, you MUST check
the engine oil level. Wipe the stick with A clean
cloth and make sure no dirt enters the dipstick
hole. If a top-up is needed, add oil little by little.
Over-the-mark oil fills are damaging. Similarly
the radiator fluid MUST be checked at the filler
cap and it must be full. Replenish only with
Universal Green 50/50 water and antifreeze
concentrate mix. Have a casual look for odd
leaks and drips and run an eye over the tyres
for a rough pressure check.
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Pilot Jonathan McAliece, Co-Pilot Phil Henderson,
Glider ASK21-VHGFQ on an Easter sunrise
aerotow at Mt Beauty.
Photo: Jonathan McAliece

More on Bernie Flying with Kiwis
We continue with Bernie Hochwimmer’s tale of
his recent gliding experience at Omarama,
New Zealand.
Working on an interesting geology project in
New Zealand was the perfect excuse to glide
the South Island over six intensive days of
coaching with Phil Plane and Gavin Wills.
Things looked promising from the Auckland to
Queenstown flight, with wave over Mt
Taranaki, Mt Egmont, and the South Island’s
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parallel mountain chains we would later run
ridges along. This is the main soaring
‘playground’ between the Benmore Range,
Lind Icefield near Milford Sound, west of the
Hass Pass and Mt Cook.

Bernie Hochwimmer in the front seat of Duo
Discuss QQ.
Photo: Gavin Wills

experimental, Phil directed me to cross the
next range upwind, into hydraulic bounce, but
with little turbulence. Two Austrians from
Innsbruck Club, Levi and Christian, were also
flying and we later matched our experimental
notes. The wave set crossed the mountain
ranges at an acute angle. Windward heavy
sea convergence flooded over the lead ridges,
and we experimented to find a stable form of it
marked by a few whisky clouds that looked
more like some form of convergence.
Experience a lot different to theory here! This
then converted into strong wave leading into
Mt Cook, soaring over it and the Tasman
glacier beyond to 17,000 feet, a breathtaking
experience.
We played with dynamic lift on Mt Cook,
presumably emanating from the wave passing
the summit. This attracted other pilots
including Christina, Levi and Gavin.

Crossing mountain chains to the Lind Ice field
near Milford Sound was a rare and stunning
privilege. With demanding soaring along these
spectacular ridges and realisation setting in,
this flight was a once in lifetime experience
and a surreal mix. This pristine area, rarely
visited and ably guided by Gavin, comprises
challenging soaring with minimal out landing
options, cold air and fickle Tasman Sea
breeze.
Requirement: vigilant monitoring of ‘signs’
across several mountain chains. We
scrutinised the path along the lateral ridges,
noting billowing cumulus near Milford peaks
way off in the distance and Mt Aspiring in
between.
Doing this, thankful all stars were aligned,
considering I was flying the most isolated area
of New Zealand’s spectacular scenery, a
somewhat perplexing mix of emotion gliding
close up. Beautiful but dangerous.
As Gavin was a geologist who has mapped
part of the area we flew, we had a merry time
matching the rocks, air and lift. Finally we
succumbed to ‘easier ground’ half way home
in cold air of Lake Hawea, a farm on its
headwaters providing respite, yet only
accessible by a very long 4 wheel drive.
Fortunately we stayed aloft on a ridge nearby
long enough at seagull level to call base for
one second at a time of each ridge pass!
Day three presented equally thrilling soaring
with wave over Mount Cook. A thermal over
the ‘Hunting Lodge’ simply broadened out with
no loss of lift around 8,500’. Being high and
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Lind ice field.
Photo: Bernie Hochwimmer

We then soared higher in wave above the
Tasman glacier with a great view of Mt Cook’s
North Spur rock fall, where many millions of
tonnes of rock nearly wiped out the alpine hut
used by climbers. Christian and Levi continued
the wave north past the Christchurch latitude.
With freezing feet we turned home and I lined
up a set of notched clouds in the distance for
no other reason than they just looked good. As
it turned out this was late afternoon
convergence yielding continuous buoyancy off
the ridges for our final glide home.
Late high pressure systems moved in from
Australia circled low cloud from the Pacific and
strong low winds below 1000’, paradoxically
with little wind up high. Great for some low
lying dynamic lift exercises on the local
Benmore range after running the high ridges to
Mt Cook, remote from the Pacific sea breeze,
mindful of convergence with the Tasman
system.
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Day 6, the day of reckoning. Passed on to the
French Coach, a ‘kid’ with 2,500 hours who
trains by turning all instruments off with
cardboard, bar the radio, and naturally mine as
well! Challenging an understatement, as he
pulled the cord for me at 300’ above Omarama
plain on a horrible bit of Mt Horrible, guided
only by sea gulls on thin dynamic lift. Far cry
from the pleasant take offs we were having at
Magic Mountain!

previously experienced
earthquakes.

>7.5

magnitude

Finally around one week later the MBGC
Mountain Flying Course was a fitting end to
the coaching season, followed by joint clubs
Easter flying in the local mountains, an
enjoyable skilling sequence one can highly
recommend. NZ is a once in a lifetime
coaching event in memorable terrain which I
highly recommend. One has to thank all the
coaches both sides of the Tasman to bring us
fledgling soarers aloft and instil safe instincts
with enjoyable flying in the process and with
fingers crossed skills learned don’t dissipate
over winter. Looking forward to next season’s
adventures.
BERNIE HOCHWIMMER

Laura and Reuben get their ABC
Mt Cook and Tasman Glacier from wave at 17,000’.
Photo: Bernie Hochwimmer

Congratulations to junior members Reuben
Lane and Laura Sullvan who have recently
been awarded their A, B and C certificates.

After nearly landing out and the hardest climb
up Mt Horrible ever, eventually with guidance I
made to the top at 6,000’ and with cloud above
it to 7,500 made a run along the maintain
chains towards Mt Cook with an occasional
peak under the cardboard by the coach to
corroborate speed. Realisation crystallized,
this was a golden opportunity, essential
training to correct habits.

Laura Sullivan back seat of IS28-WVU (before
grounding) and Reuben Lane standing right.
Photo: Andrew Evans

From the Instructors Panel
The Instructors Panel met on 17 April. Items
discussed included:
Gavin Wills visualising Lake Hawea tow out with
farm wingman at the ready.
Photo: Bernie Hochwimmer

With some time off and a good look at both
islands naturally one had to see Christchurch,
city of CBD shipping containers following the
earthquakes there and glad to report the CBD
is bustling again. It’s a travesty massive
earthquake research being done now wasn’t
done before, particularly as the fault splays
responsible emanating from the alpine fault
clearly exposed in the mountains nearby that
Alpine Flyer

Instructor training and Succession Plan
Vehicle operations and safety issues
Instructor Roster
Recent GFA ODs
Parachutes
Two cable ops
Training in new ASK21-GVA
Instructor responsibilities
Air Experience Instructors
Safety Management System (SMS)
implementation
Radio Operator Authorisation
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SAR
Annual checks
Drogue chutes
Policy for responsibility for cost of repair of
aircraft damage
Member qualification database
Aerotow operations
Member flying progress discussion
Safety issues
Working with Children authorisation
RAAF Air Cadets trial of ASK21-GVA and
ASK21mi-GVS
Air Ambulance correspondence re displaced
threshold

oral or written test which covers material from
the Airways and Radio Procedures for Glider
Pilots which is available at:
http://2009.gfa.org..au/Docs/ops/airradio.pdf).

The Procedures must be studied before
undertaking the test which takes about 15 to
20 minutes and can be undertaken on the field
when I am there (usually on Sundays).
A second training course and examination day
will be organised in the near future. Your
Committee has decreed that after this anyone
member not in possession of the authorisation
will not be able to fly at Mt Beauty until they
obtain the authorisation.
With the exception of Mt Beauty pilots!

ANDREW EVANS
LEVEL 1 INSTRUCTOR

Radiotelephone Operator’s
Authorisation briefing and test
CASA regulation CAO95.4, under which
gliding operates, was amended in April 2011
and it is now a requirement that in order to use
a VHF radio, a person must have
authorisation, which in the case of glider pilots
means a GFA Radiotelephone Operator’s
Authorisation, in the form of a log-book
endorsement by means of a sticker.
If you do not have the endorsement:
1. You cannot fly from any registered
aerodrome or within the CTAF of registered
aerodromes where usage of radio is
mandatory.
2. You cannot legally use the radio if you fly
from a non-registered aerodrome (eg. Mt
Beauty).
3. You cannot progress from dual training to
solo.
If you do not possess this authorisation,
contact Andrew Evans to undertake either an
Alpine Flyer

A tough day in the life of a drone pilot. Where are
the coffee and donuts?

Working with Children
Authorisation
Your Committee has decided that all
Instructors and Committee members will apply
for Working with Children Authorisation in
accordance
with Victorian Government
legislation. Several members have applied for
and obtained this Authorisation to date.
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Did you know that MBGC now has 8 junior
members under the age of 18 years, which is a
remarkable effort for a club membership of
only 38 in this ageist sport where the average
age of GFA members is 57 years?
This is a credit to our adult members that
young people are actively choosing to be
trained by MBGC.

New Marquee - report from Terry
I have just received a letter from the Mount
Beauty and District Community Enterprises,
(the franchisee of the Bendigo Bank),
congratulating our club on its successful
funding application for a professional Marquee.
The value of this sponsorship is a most
valuable $1641 and it is a positive indication
not only of the Bank’s deep commitment to
local activities, but also of the esteem in which
our Club is held.
The Club is most grateful for this and looks
forward to suitable activities being held under
the generous shelter of the Bank.
Action to purchase the Marquee and arrange
suitable printing on the valances is now in
hand.
TERRY KNIGHT
TO OPS / AIRWORTHINESS / RADIO

Mark Bland

77

Bernie O’Donnell

58

Reuben Lane

45

Kenton Ford

35

Ron Boxhall

34

Andrew Evans

26

Phil O’Bryan

25

Ben Talbot

24

Scott Anderson

20

Graham Levitt

19

Richard Todd

17

Ian Cohn

16

Laura Sullivan

14

Mike Pobjoy

13

Peter Demeo

13

Mart Bosman

12

Gary Mason

11

Andy Smith

9

Phil Henderson

8

Terry Knight

8

Rod Harris

3

Alan Reynolds

2

Duncan Robertson

2

Bernie Hochwimmer

1

Steve Bradbury

0

George Vasiliadis

0

Kevin Roden

0

Brendan Judd

0

Al Dickie

0

Each year the winner of the most prolific winch
driver award is presented with a certificate and
prize of 5 free winch launches at the AGM.
Congratulations to Mark Bland for winning in
2012 with 212 launches, Ben Talbot for
coming second with 207 launches and Bernie
O’Donnell third with 130 launches.

Winch Driver Tally
Winch launch tallies for the calendar year from
1 January 2013 are shown below. If you are
not currently qualified to operate the winch,
why not consider obtaining training and help
share the workload?
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Safety Management System
The GFA requires all clubs to prepare a Safety
Management System (SMS) by June 2013.
Tim Belcher representing the VSA provided a
presentation to our club on 18 November 2012
to advise us of the format required for the
SMS.
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I have prepared a SMS for our club using the
Risk Assessment template provided by Tim
Belcher and after reviewing sample SMS's
prepared for a couple of other clubs.
The draft SMS is currently being peer
reviewed by a small working party consisting
of Mark Bland, Terry Knight and Phil O’Bryan.

further details contact:
David Jacobson
davidmjacobson@bigpond.com or phone
(03) 5756 2747 or 0419 346 336 or
Rod Harris roddoharris@gmail.com or phone
(03) 5750 1153 or 0438 443 815.

ANDREW EVANS
PRESIDENT

Suzanne and Shirley’s $2 Sausage
Sizzles (assisted by Terry)
Enjoy the $2 sausage sizzles at the Mt Beauty
Airfield terminal building every third Saturday
of the month. Snags and drinks just $2 each.
It’s not a fundraiser, just an opportunity to
socialise, brag and tell fibs about how far, fast
and high you flew and how high your winch
launch was, after the day’s flying.

ASK21 Mi-GVS
Photo: Detlev Rueff

Pilatus-GCD for sale
Pilatus B4 glider VH-GCD is for sale, including
open trailer, based at Mount Beauty Airfield.

Next Sausage Sizzle Saturday
18 May 2013
Upcoming Events
Sun 12 May - Committee meeting Mt Beauty
0900.
Sat 18 May - MBGC monthly BBQ.
Mon 10 Jun - QB Public Holiday.
Tues 23 Jul - 30th anniversary of the “Gimli
glider”. See
www.youtube.com/watch?v=713yrh5RFcA .

CLASSIFIEDS
ASK21 VH-GVS for sale
2 seater self-launching glider, ASK21mi
VH-GVS with enclosed Komet trailer. Total hrs
980, engine hours 103, always hangared,
steerable nose wheel. Current Form 2 and in
excellent condition. Price: $165,000. For
Alpine Flyer

Pilatus B4 VH-GCD
Photo: Greg Sujecki

3900 hours, 4760 launches, basic instruments,
open trailer.
Can be inspected at Mt Beauty, Vic. $7000.
Contact:
Mike Pobjoy: mikepobjoy@yahoo.com.au or
phone (02) 6059 1417 or
Rod Harris: roddo.harris@gmail.com or phone
(03) 5750 1153 or 0438 443 815
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AND NOW A WORD FROM OUR
SPONSORS
MT BEAUTY

Mt Beauty Gliding Club is sponsored by
the Mt Beauty Community Bank
Send your editorial or photographic contributions to the
“Alpine Flyer” Editor - Andrew Evans at
andrewe@g-mwater.com.au or Telephone 0418 377 146
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